
FOR RENT
1 bedroom - Mantegna

Rental : 4800€/month +  Maintenance

Appointment : Ms IVALDI au 06 21 77 07 47 | Mr. IVALDI au 06 13 46 57 57
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R.C.I : 92P05412 | SSEE : 748 K 30 | TVA : FR72000025725 | Représentation : Milan, Dubaï, Beijing, New-York, London 

This document does not form part of any off er or contract. All measurements, surfaces and distances are approximate. The description and plans are 
only indicative and their accuracy is not guaranteed. The photographs show only certain parts of the property. The off er is valid except in case of sale, 

withdrawal of sale, price change or other conditions, without prior.

Apartment located on the 8th floor of the Mantegna building with a view of the Placette 
des Oliviers and the port of Fontvieille. Apartment with 1 bedroom, a dressing room and a 
beautiful bathroom. This apartment has several storage and an equipped kitchen.
Surface of 65sqm + terrace 10sqm with 1 cellar and 1 parking.
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